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Prologue (ll. 1-85): Prelude. 1. LO, praise of the prowess of people-kings. 2. of spear-armed
Danes, in days long sped, 3. we have heard, and what honor the.
BEOWULF . See larger image on About.com site . Taken from About.com, an information
website Copy of original Beowulf manuscript London, British Library, MS. Cotton. These lines
describe Beowulf ’s preparation for his battle with Grendel’s mother. The treatment of weaponry
and armor is of great importance to the Beowulf poet.
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What is it that makes Beowulf a true hero? How do Beowulf's deeds, words, and beliefs come
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is of great importance to the Beowulf poet. A kenning (Modern Icelandic pronunciation:
[cʰɛnːiŋk]; derived from Old Norse) is a type of circumlocution, in the form of a compound that
employs figurative.
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11). These lines, which . Whale-road = the ocean; Whale-way = the sea. As you can see from
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What is it that makes Beowulf a true hero? How do Beowulf's deeds, words, and beliefs come
together to create the "perfect" medieval warrior? Why are boasting and.
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In the end each clan on the outlying coasts beyond the whale - road had to yield to him and
began to pay tribute. That was one good king. (9-11)
In the end each clan on the outlying coasts beyond the whale-road had to yield to him and began
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In the end each clan on the outlying coasts beyond the whale-road had to yield to him and began
to pay tribute.
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